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Force-directed design of a voluntary closing hand prosthesis
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Abstract-This paper presents the design of a body-powered
voluntary closing prosthetic hand. It is argued that the move
ment of the fingers before establishing a grip is much less rel
evant for good control of the object held than the distribution
of forces once the object has been contacted. Based on this
notion, the configurations of forces on the fingers and the force
transmission through the whole mechanism were taken as a
point of departure for the design, rather than movement char
acteristics. For a good distribution of pinching forces on the
object and a natural behavior, the prosthesis is made adaptive
and flexible. To achieve good force feedback, the disturbing
influences of the cosmetic glove are strongly reduced by a
compensation mechanism. To further improve the transmission
of forces, friction is reduced by furnishing the whole mecha
nism with rolling links. This force-directed design approach
has led to a simple mechanism with low operating force and
good feedback of the pinching force.
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INTRODUCTION

Since a prosthesis can never fully replace a human
hand, decisions have to be made about what functions should
or should need not be possible with a prosthetic device, as
well as about its appearance, and other aspect'>. During 30
years of research and collaboration with rehabilitation teams,
the Wilmer Group at the Delft University of Technology has
derived design criteria for upper limb prostheses (1). In addi
tion to good motor function properties (e.g., sufficient per
formance, high reliability and energy efficiency), the
following criteria must be addressed and fulfilled:

• Cosmetic appeal: The majority of Dutch persons with
upper-limb amputation are unilateral transradial
amputees. Most want their prostheses to attract the least
amount of attention possible. If a prosthetic device looks
unappealing, most users are not even willing to put it on,
no matter how well it functions.

• Comfort: A prosthesis should be comfortable to wear.
For example, it should be as light as possible to minimize
pressure on the skin of the residual limb.

• Control: A prosthesis should also be easy to operate;
therefore, a low operating force and good feedback of the
pinching force are appreciated. Furthermore, the control
should be logical and intuitive.
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METHODS

Figure 1.
Movement-directed design is usually aimed at achieving this= kind of
finger movement. Object contact is first with the proximal phalanx,
followed by the middle, then distal, phalanges.

Design Approach
In many cases, a prosthesis is used to indirectly sup

port the function of the sound hand by clamping an object
between the prosthesis and the upper body (6). In the case
of bilateral tasks, the prosthesis should be able to hold an
object and do some simple manipulations in a smooth
way, preferably in such a way that it is not noticed that a
prosthesis is used. It might seem logical to design the
prosthesis to move as much like the human hand as pos
sible to achieve a smooth behavior. The optimal move
ment (7) would be as follows: when grasping an object,
the proximal phalanx should be the first to make contact
with the object, followed by the middle phalanx and
eventually the distal phalanx, as shown in Figure 1. This
way, the arc described by the fingertip is the largest pos
sible. However, with a focus on movement, the fingers
may move very nicely toward the object, but the resulting
grip will not be good if the forces are not applied proper-

This section is divided in two parts. First, a design
approach is chosen, based on an analysis of what should
be possible with the prosthesis and how this should be
achieved. Second, the actual design of a prototype with a
high efficiency is described, followed by some of its
details, such as the glove compensation mechanism, the
supporting function of the ring finger and the flexibility
of the mechanism.

Furthermore, to obtain useful force feedback, the force
transfer ratio (the ratio of total pinching force to total
operating or tendon force) should be independent of both
the size and shape of the object being held.

Based on experience, the order of the above criteria isal
so the order in which most users judge a prosthesis.

The design concepts used by the Wilmer Group fol
low directly from these criteria. To satisfy the demand for
a good cosmetic appearance, it is desirable not only to use
a cosmetic glove, but also to design a hand with adaptive
fingers rather than the conventional stiff ones for a more
lifelike look. In addition, use of a flexible structure
instead of a hard and solid frame allows for a more nat
ural feel. The Wilmer Group focuses mainly on body
powered devices (2), since they are lightweight, and
heavy electric motors and batteries can be omitted.
Moreover, body-powered prostheses have force feed
back. Feedback, essential for the proper control of any
system, is intrinsically present because the user has to
supply the pinching force via an operating cable.

There are two main categories of body-powered
hand prosthesis systems: voluntary opening and volun
tary closing. In a voluntary opening device, the hand is
closed by a spring that also provides the pinching force.
When the cable is pulled with an increasing operating
force, the pinching force decreases and eventually the
hand will open. When the cable is relaxed, the hand will
close and pinch. Several authors (3-5) consider this coun
terintuitive, which makes the force feedback illogical.
Voluntary closing devices, by comparison, are fully
opened when the cable is relaxed and close and pinch
when the cable is pulled. In this case, the pinching force
increases with increasing operating force, allowing logi
cal force feedback. Still, most prostheses are voluntary
opening. According to Fletcher (5), this is because of
poor experiences in the past with voluntary closing
devices, caused mainly by the specific designs and not by
the principle. The voluntary closing principle was the
basis for the design presented in this paper, primarily
because good feedback is considered necessary for good
control, but also because the main problem with the vol
untary closing design, namely, a fully opened hand when
the hand is not in use, can be solved.

The voluntary closing design has the capability of
logical force feedback, but to achieve high quality of
force transmission from the prosthetic hand to the operat
ing muscles, the prosthesis mechanism must be free of
undesired forces. This implies that friction in the joints
should be minimized and a mechanism should be intro
duced to compensate for the opposing forces in the cos
metic glove that result from its deformation during
movement. Such a reduction of the opposing forces will
lead to easier and more comfortable operation.



ly to the object. A bad grip will not only increase the
required operating force, but it will also result in bad con
trol over the object being held. This will most likely lead
to clumsy behavior with the prosthesis, making it only
more apparent that a prosthesis is being worn.

Still, in the past, virtually all multi-articular hands
have been designed based on movement (8), and were
very complicated. None of these designs has led to a suc
cessful, often-used product. Furthermore, field research
done by Van Lunteren (6) showed that almost all grasp
ing with a prosthesis is done indirectly, meaning that the
sound hand picks up the object and puts it in the pros
thetic hand. In the occasions when direct grasping does
occur, it usually involves a rigidly attached object and the
prosthesis is pushed around or onto it. Since the fingers
are hardly ever moved actively, there is no need for opti
mized movement. Therefore, it is much more advanta
geous to focus on achieving a good configuration of
forces once the grip has been established, and to take for
granted the preceding movement toward this grip. This
force-directed design not only provides a good grip, but
also allows minimization of the forces working within the
mechanism, so that wear and tear of many parts, as well
as the weight of the mechanism, can be severely reduced.

To ensure that a proper distribution of forces on the
object being held is possible, the hand is made adaptive.
This means that the hand has several independently mov
able fingers with multiple phalanges, instead of rigid fin
gers and only the thumb moving, as is the case in many
existing devices. This way, the fingers can grasp much
better around the object to ensure a good grip. In addition,
the contact area between an object and the prosthesis is
much larger. For synthetic materials like polyvinyl chlo
ride (PVC), the friction force-and thus the amount of
mass that can be held-depends not only on the applied
pinching force, but also on the size of the contact surface.
Since the cosmetic glove is made of PVC, the enlarged
contact area will therefore lower the required operating
force. Furthermore, the adaptive prosthetic hand behaves
much more like the human hand, and the extent of hand
opening is greater, allowing larger objects, like wine bot
tles, to be held.

Force-directed Design
To obtain useful feedback of the applied pinching

force to the muscles that pull the operating cable, the
force transfer ratio needs to be constant; therefore, it
needs to be independent of the finger positions. In other
words, no matter whether a large, square object or a
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small, round object is grasped, the pinching force on
the object should always be the same when a certain
operating force (tendon force) is applied, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2.
With force-directed design we can aim for position-independent forcc
feedback, which means that the ratio of the total pinching force
(F j +F2 +F'h) and the operating, or tendon forces (F"'h+F,,f) is con
stant, regardless of the size or shape of the object.

A second necessity for good force feedback is the
elimination of disturbing influences like friction in the
joints. Friction can be eliminated largely by using rolling
links (9) instead of slide bearings. The main advantage of
rolling links over slide bearings is that they have very little
friction, even under heavy load, whereas the friction in slide
bearings increases with increasing load. Experiments by
Kuntz (9) have shown efficiency for rolling links of over 95
percent. A high efficiency might also be obtained by using
ball bearings, but these are too sensitive for sand, moisture
and sweat-materials that always seem to fmd their way
into prosthetic devices-whereas they hardly affect the per
formance of rolling links.

In the proposed design, the fingers consist of two
phalanges, although human fingers have three. The mid
dle and distal phalanx are joined because flexing of the
distal phalanx does not occur often-only if a fist is
made-nor will it increase the contact surface much, so
there is no need for it in a prosthesis. The thumb in this
design has only one phalanx instead of two. Because the
thumb is quite short, it is likely that splitting it into two
phalanges will not increase the contact surface much;
therefore, this was omitted.

The preceding considerations lead to a conceptual
finger design as in Figure 3a, where the primary aim has
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(Ft,p + Fr,d)

Figure 3a.
Design of a two-phalanx finger. 1, distal phalanx; 2, proximal phalanx;
3, metacarpal; 4, rubber band; 5, main tendon; 6, distal tendon; 7,
proximal tendon; 8, cylinder; 9, small plane; A, E, and C, tendon
attachment points; ex, angle between metacarpal and proximal pha
lanx; and [3, angle between proximal and distal phalanges.

been to achieve an optimal configuration of forces both
on the object being held and within the mechanism.
When the finger flexes, the distal phalanx rolls over the
contact surface of the proximal phalanx and the proximal
phalanx rolls over the metacarpal. To prevent the parts
from slipping, the shear forces should be minimized. To
do this, the contact surfaces have not been placed per
pendicular to the longitudinal direction of the proximal
phalanx, but have been bent inwards over angles equal to
the values of ex and 13 when the finger is in its resting
position. Therefore, the directions of the reaction forces
of the distal phalanx and the metacarpal on the proximal
phalanx, Frd and Frm in Figure 3b, are perpendicular to, ,
the contact surfaces when the finger is in its resting posi-
tion. Consequently, the shear forces are very small in
most of the possible finger positions and virtually zero in
the resting position. What remains of the shear forces is
absorbed by the rubber bands, which are wrapped around
the rollers. These bands also hold the parts together when
there is no pinch action. Though their deformation caus
es a small energy loss, it is low compared to the friction
losses associated with slide bearings.

The main tendon, which splits into the two sec
ondary tendons for the distal and proximal phalanges,
distributes the operating force among the two phalanges.
It is wrapped around a cylinder that rolls on a small plane
connected to the metacarpal. The cylinder prevents the
tendon from sliding across the inside of the glove, which
would ruin both good force feedback and low operating

Figure 3b.
Configuration of forces on both phalanges, whcn the finger is pinch
ing, while shown standing in its resting position. F I, F2, pinching
forces; Ft,d' F,.p' distal and proximal tendon forces, respectively; FLd,

Fr,p' distal and proximal reaction forces, respectively.

force. The cylinder is kept in contact with the plane by a
band, comparable to the rubber bands that keep the pha
langes together. In addition, when the finger flexes, the
cylinder is pushed against the plane by the tendon.

In Figure 3b, the forces on the two phalanges are
shown in the situation where the finger is in its resting
position and exerts force on an object. The forces F I and
F2 will be referred to as the pinching forces, although
they are actually shown as the reaction forces the object
exerts on the phalanges. The magnitudes of FI and F2 are
determined by the directions and magnitudes of the ten
don forces Fl,d and Fl,p in the case of static equilibrium.

The coordinates of the three tendon attachment
points (A, Band C) and the lengths of the distal and
proximal tendons together determine how Fl , the operat
ing force in the main tendon, will be divided into Fl,d

and Fl,p in the distal and proximal tendons, and are
therefore decisive for the magnitude of the pinching
forces FI and F2• A computer model has been made to
optimize these variables to get a constant transfer ratio
(F1+F2)IFI

for a variety of finger positions. It was
assumed that for many frequently occurring grips the
angles ex and 13 are approximately equal. This assump
tion was based upon personal observations of many
activities of daily living and upon the observation by
Van Lunteren (6) that many of the objects grasped with
a prosthesis have a cylindrical shape. For this situation
(ex=I3), the force transfer ratios are plotted in Figure 4a
as a function of the sum of the angles ex and 13. It shows
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Figure 4b.
Force transmission ratio when either a or 13 is zero.
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Glove Compensation
The fingers of the cosmetic glove collectively have

a resting position that closely resembles the resting posi
tion of the human hand. When a finger is moved out of
position, one side of the glove finger is compressed,
while the other side is stretched. This deformation of the
glove material requires a lot of force and thus ruins the
force feedback. To prevent this, a mechanism is intro-

prefer to get a grip on an object with a and 13 equal, the
position for which the force transfer ratio has been opti
mized.

Looking at the control of the finger, we notice that
one tendon, after being split in two, drives two different
parts. As stated by Laliberte (10), this underactuation
leads to shape adaptation and thus results in a large con
tact surface between prosthesis and object.

Zooming out to the entire hand, one should realize
that there is a driving tendon for each finger. It was decid
ed to have three actively operated fingers, so there is a
tendon for the thumb, one for the index and one for the
middle finger, whereas there is only one operating cable.
The operating force is evenly distributed among the two
fingers and the thumb through a small triangle, as shown
in Figure Sa. The equilibrium is unaffected by the spatial
orientation of the triangle, and therefore the force distrib
ution is independent of the finger positions. When a small
object is held between thumb and index finger, the mid
dle finger will continue to flex until the triangle is rotat
ed into the position shown in Figure 5b. In the ideal case,
this would require zero force. Now, all of the operating
force is divided among the thumb and the index finger.
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Figure 4a.
Force transmission ratio as a function of a +13.

that as F1 remains constant, both F1 and F2 vary only
slightly over a total range of 120Q

• Most deviation
occurs in the extremely flexed or extended finger posi
tions, whereas for most common grips the angle
between the distal phalanx and the palm of the hand is
somewhere between 40-80Q

• Within this range, the vari
ation in the pinching force is about 5 percent.

In the extreme cases, rotation about only one joint
would occur, as shown in Figure 4b. If a would remain
zero, an increase of 13 would increase the force, F2, and
thus the moment about the proximal rotation point. When
no object is present, it would increase the acceleration
about the proximal rotation point. In case 13 would stay
zero, an increase of a would decrease the force, F2, or the
acceleration about the proximal rotation point. The dia
grams show that in both cases the moment about the dis
tal rotation point does not change much. Since F1 and F2

as well as their moment arms are approximately equal,
the resulting moments or accelerations are also approxi
mately equal. This means that when activated without an
object present, the finger prefers to move in such a way
that a=l3. This movement looks very natural and thus
suits our purposes well. More importantly, the finger will
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Figure 5.
Triangle distributing the operating force from the operating cable (0)
to the thumb tendon (t), the index tendon (i) and the middle finger ten
don (m). Left: holding a large object; right: holding a small object
between the thumb and the index finger only.

Figure 6b.
The glove is compensated by two springs that counteract the two
springs that represent the glove.
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duced that counteracts the behavior of the glove. In
Figure 6a, the glove is modeled by two springs which
have their minimum lengths when the finger is in its rest
ing position. When the finger is either flexed or extended
the springs are stretched, thereby counteracting the move
ment, similar to the action of the glove itself. As
described by Herder (11), these springs can be compen
sated almost ideally if two springs are introduced that act
in a manner exactly opposite to the glove springs. These

Figure 6a.
Modeling of the glove by one spring for each joint.

compensation springs are fully stretched when the finger
is in its resting position and thus want to either fully bend
or fully extend the finger (Figure 6b). The further the fin
ger is flexed, the larger the moment arms of the compen-

sation springs become. This increases the resulting
moments, an outcome which is necessary to compensate
for the increased moments required to flex the glove fur
ther. In the ideal situation, the glove and the compensa
tion springs would always be in balance, so it would take
no force to push the finger in any arbitrary position. This,
however, is not the case because the glove material
behaves like a non-linear spring with a lot of hysteresis
(12), meaning that the force required to flex the material
is much higher than the force produced by the material
when it moves back to its resting position. In Figure 6c,
two pictures of a part of a finger with a surrounding glove
illustrate the working of the compensation springs.

In Figure 7a the characteristic of one joint of a
glove finger is compared with the characteristic of the
suggested compensation mechanism. The resting position
of the glove is approximately in the center of the figure.
The continuous thick line represents the moment required
to flex the glove finger as a function of the rotation angle
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Figure 6c.
The actual interphalangal joint with the compensation rubber band and
a cross-section of the surrounding glove. At left, the finger is in its
resting position. The compensation rubber band now passes right over
the rotation point. At right, the finger is in a flexed position. The glove
is stretched and tends to move the finger back to its resting position,
while the rubber band tends to flex it even further.

Figure 7.
a) Comparison of the characteristics of the glove and the compensa
tion mechanism. The solid arrows mean that the glove requires a
moment to move, the dotted arrows mean that the glove provides a
moment that moves the finger; b) Total moment required to flex the
compensated glove finger (Mglove - Mcompensation)'

(an angle equaling OQ means a fully extended finger).
Since the glove finger will tend to move back to its rest
ing position when released from its fully extended posi
tion, the mentioned required moment is negative from an
angle of OQ until the resting position. The continuous thin
line represents the moment produced by the glove finger
as it moves back to its resting position after being
released from its fully flexed position. As the finger is
extended past the resting position, the glove will no
longer produce a moment, but will oppose the movement.
The mentioned produced moment thus becomes negative
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from the resting position until an angle of OQ. The dotted
thick line represents the moment produced by the com
pensation springs to flex the finger from its resting posi
tion. The dotted thin line represents the moment required
to stretch the compensation springs when the finger is
extended back to its resting position. As the finger is
extended passed the resting position, the compensation
springs will support this movement and the mentioned
required moment becomes negative.

The area between the continuous thick "flexing"
line and the continuous thin "extending" line is the ener
gy loss or hysteresis of the glove finger. The ideal char
acteristic of the compensation would be when the
compensation's dotted thick "flexing" line exactly
matches the glove's continuous thick "flexing" line.
However, it is not easy to create a simple mechanism with
such a non-linear characteristic. Nevertheless, the com
pensation mechanism has a characteristic that resembles
that of the glove quite well in a large part of the working
range of the finger.

The difference between the continuous thick line
and the dotted thick line in Figure 7a represents the
moment required to flex the finger; the difference
between the continuous thin line and the dotted thin line
in Figure 7a is the moment required to extend the finger.
These moments are shown in Figure 7b. It is apparent
that flexing the finger requires only a small moment in a
large part of the working range; thus, good force feed
back during pinching is preserved.

However, when the operating force is removed by
relaxing the operating cable, the fingers will not move
back to their resting position, since this takes a rather
large moment, as can be seen in Figure 7b. Thus the hand
will not open automatically and release the object. Nor
are tendons present to extend the fingers, because this
would make the mechanism much more complicated, and
it would most likely increase the disturbances in the
mechanism. However, the fact that the hand does not
open automatically is not necessarily a problem, since it
was assumed that in most cases either the other hand
pushes the object into and pulls it out of the prosthesis
(indirect grasping), or the prosthesis is pushed onto and
pulled from the object. This has two advantages. First,
one of the major problems of voluntary closing devices is
solved, namely, the traditional, fully opened resting posi
tion of the hand; it is replaced by a natural looking, slight
ly opened resting position. Second, almost the entire
energy loss or hysteresis of both glove and compensation
mechanism, which is the enclosed area in Figure 7b, is
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filled externally, usually by the sound hand. Because the
energy provided by the elbow or shoulder is almost com
pletely used for pinching, both good force feedback and
low operating force are achieved.

Supporting Function
A problem with voluntary closing devices is that

they can be fatiguing when holding a heavy object for a
long time. Usually it is held almost solely via friction and,
therefore, needs a constantly applied pinching force.
Research into the functioning of the human hand by
Hoefman (13) showed that whereas the index, the middle
finger and the thumb are used mainly for pinching, the
ring finger and the little finger are used more for support.
This idea can be applied to our prosthesis by simply lim
iting the design of the ring finger to two distinct posi
tions: an extended position, in which the ring finger does
not interfere with the pinching function of the index, the
middle finger and the thumb; and, a flexed position, in
which it supports a held object and only a small pinching
force is required to balance the object on the ring finger.
This makes it much less tiring to hold an object for a long
time. This result could also be achieved with a locking
mechanism. However, the advantage of a supporting fin
ger over a locking mechanism is one of safety: in case of
an emergency, the prosthesis can immediately be pulled
from the object, as no action is required to unlock. The
disadvantage is that when the hand is rotated such that the
ring and little fingers are not at the bottom side, the sup
porting function is lost and pinching force is required.
Clinical trials will have to assess the degree of discomfort
this will cause.

The fact that the ring finger has to be pushed from
one position into the other by the sound hand does not
make control more difficult, because when the sound
hand puts something into the prosthesis, it only takes a
minor additional action to push the ring finger into its
supporting position.

Flexibility
The last feature of the design presented in this paper

is its flexibility. This manifests itself in two ways, name
ly, in the flexibility of the entire hand, i.e., the mobility of
the fingers relative to each other, and in the flexibility of
the separate fingers, i.e., the mobility of the phalanges
relative to each other and to the metacarpal.

The flexibility of the entire hand makes it feel much
softer and thus more natural than the common, hard pros
thetic hands. It also allows the mechanism to be com-

pressed slightly, which makes it much easier to slide the
mechanism into the glove, thus easing the job of the pros
thesist. The flexibility of the entire hand has three fea
tures. First, the ring finger is connected to the wrist by a
flexible strip, allowing it to move toward the middle fin
ger, but not forward and backwards. The glove prevents
the ring finger from bending toward the little finger, so
the supporting function is not jeopardized. Second, as the
little finger has no active function in the prosthesis, it
consists of compressible, filler material only. Third, the
thumb can be dislocated temporarily to ease the insertion
of the mechanism into the glove. This dislocation cannot
happen during normal operation, because it requires
movement against the direction of the load.

The flexibility of the separate fingers is a result of the
fact that the bands that keep the rolling parts together are
flexible. This allows the phalanges to slide and twist a bit
relative to each other and to the rest of the hand, giving the
fingers a soft, more natural feel. However, when the oper
ating cable is pulled, the tendon pulls the phalanges firm
ly against each other. This gives the fingers enough lateral
stiffness to ensure a good grip. The lateral stiffness turned
out to be sufficient to hold a full wine bottle (0.71, approx
imately 1.1 kg) without collapsing. This further illustrates
that the operating force is used not only to drive the mech
anism, but also to stabilize the rolling joints.

RESULTS

A simple prototype was built based on the concepts
mentioned (Figure 8). Several tests have been performed
with this prototype, though it was not yet suitable for the
most important test, namely, being used by an amputee.
The following properties were measured:

• the force transfer ratios of the separate fingers; i.e., the
practical equivalent of the theoretical results of Figure 4

• the energy loss during the closing of the hand; i.e., the
area in Figure 7b between the upper curve and the hori
zontal axis.

Together, these two properties give a good indication of
the quality of the force feedback in the mechanism. The
energy loss during opening of the hand was not mea
sured, since the sound hand is usually used to open the
hand.

The force transfer ratios of the separate fingers were
measured both with and without the cosmetic glove pre-
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constant over a large range of finger pOSItIOns. Only
when the finger is almost fully extended does F1 become
larger than expected; however, since F2 is lower than
expected in this case, the total pinching force remains

Figure 9.
Force transmission ratios as a function of finger position. The dotted
lines are the theoretical values as in Figure 4. The dashed lines are the
measurements done on the mechanism without the glove and the com
pensation springs; the solid lines are the maximum and minimum
measurements with the glove present. Top two figures: the transfer
ratios in the situation for which the design was optimized (a=f3).
Bottom four figures: the ratios in the extreme situations: a=O (left fig
ures); [3=0 (right figures).
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sent. In Figure 9, the dotted lines are the theoretically
calculated transfer ratios, which were shown earlier in
Figure 4. The dashed lines show the transfer ratios mea
sured without the glove and the compensation springs. In
the most common case, when a=f3 (top two figures), the
dashed lines are horizontal, meaning that the ratios hard
ly depend on the finger positions. The solid lines show
the ratios of the mechanism with the glove and compen
sation springs. Due to hysteresis, the individual measure
ments are not exactly equal. The two solid lines in each
plot represent the two extreme (i.e., minimum and maxi
mum) measurements. The lines show that when the finger
is fully extended (a+13=0), the force transfer ratio F1IFt is
a bit higher than in the situation without the glove. In
other words, the glove provides a bit of additional pinch
ing force, as its tendency to move back to its resting posi
tion is not completely neutralized by the compensation
mechanism. When the finger is flexed beyond its resting
position, the transfer ratio F tIFt becomes a little lower
than without the glove, as the glove opposes this move
ment. Therefore, it can be concluded that, in this case, the
glove compensation mechanism is not performing opti
mally. Nevertheless, the transfer ratio turns out to be quite

Figure 8.
The prototype with and without the cosmetic glove. To the far left the
triangle that distributes the operating force.
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constant. Consequently, the force feedback is quite inde
pendent of the size and shape of the object held.

In the ideal situation, closing of the hand would
require no force at all. However, as shown earlier in
Figure 7, there is only limited glove compensation in the
extreme positions of the finger, so in particular when thin,
light objects are held, a relatively large part of the oper
ating force is used for moving the fingers instead of
pinching. Closing the hand, i.e., making contact between
the tips of the fingers and thumb, takes about 3-4 N of
operating force-about 1.5 N per finger and about 0.5 N
for the thumb. This is significantly lower than the amount
of force it would take without any compensation, which
is well over ION. This means that, with a total force
transfer ratio of about 0.2-0.25, a total of some 0.6-1.0 N
of pinching force is lost in the worst case.

DISCUSSION

Field research by Van Lunteren (6) revealed that in
almost all cases the user does not grasp things directly
with his prosthesis, but either pushes his prosthesis onto
the object or pushes the object into the prosthesis with his
other hand. Based on this so-called indirect grasping,
focus has shifted from optimizing finger movements to
optimizing the configuration of forces in and on the pros
thesis. This force-directed design has resulted in a much
better feedback of the pinching force with preservation of
natural-looking movements. Improved feedback gives
the user much better control over the object held. This
will make use of the prosthesis easier and more natural
looking, an aspect that has proved to be of great impor
tance to many users.

A second-and the most obvious-way of achieving
a more natural look is the use of a cosmetic glove. This,
however, causes several new problems, as the stiff mate
rial of which these gloves are made deforms severely dur
ing movement of the mechanism, causing great energy
losses. A compensation mechanism was introduced that
significantly reduced those energy losses, since it stores
energy released when the hand relaxes and uses it when
the fingers are flexed again. The considerable reduction
of the main disturbing influence leads to improved feed
back of the pinching force. In addition, the required oper
ating force was much lower, which should make the
prosthesis more comfortable to use.

The prosthesis was made both adaptive and flexible
to make it look, behave and feel more natural and to

improve the grip on an object. Where most traditional
devices have only two contact points with the object, an
adaptive and flexible device grasps much more around
the object. This increases the contact surface, which leads
to less required pinching force and thus a lower operating
force. The adaptivity does not make the mechanism more
complicated. Each finger consists of only two parts that
roll on one another, a couple of bands to keep them
together, a tendon to move them and a pair of elastics that
function as compensation springs. The flexibility of the
entire mechanism made it much easier to slide into the
cosmetic glove, thus easing the job of the prosthesist.
Finally, the ring finger was given a support function.

The concept of force-directed design has led to a very
efficient prosthesis with a natural look and feel, but it is dif
ficult to judge in advance how users will react to a prosthe
sis whose design is based specifically on the idea of indirect
grasping. The simple prototype is not yet suited for field
evaluation, as it was primarily built to test and improve the
design philosophies and principles presented earlier.
Reliability and durability tests have not yet been performed.
In particular, it remains to be seen whether the rubber bands
will last an acceptable time under conditions of daily use.
However, the Wilmer group has had good experiences with
the application of rubber bands in elbow ortheses. For now,
the prototype can only be judged based on limited laborato
ry measurements. When looking at the results of these mea
surements, one should realize that it was a first prototype,
built with simple tools. A more professional design and pro
duction will most likely improve its performance. The
results look promising, but cannot be directly compared to
measurements done on existing devices, because of the fun
damental differences in design and manner of use. For
example, the idea of indirect grasping allows us to have
almost all energy losses filled by the sound hand, making
the prosthesis itself quite energy efficient. Since no clinical
trials have been done, it is not known how easily the pros
thetic hand can be positioned. The design presented here
deals with the hand mechanism only. It is the opinion of the
authors that the ease of positioning is mainly influenced by
the kind of operating cable control that is chosen: shoulder
control, elbow control, and so forth.

CONCLUSION

Just before this project started, an inquiry was held
among several rehabilitation groups (14). Besides cos
metics and wearing comfort, good feedback of the pinch-



ing force was considered quite important. The idea of
designing a prosthesis based on indirect grasping led to
mostly positive reactions, since most members of the
rehabilitation groups regarded it to be quite logical. We
are, therefore, very curious about the opinions of persons
with amputations regarding the prototype presented here.
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